Abstract-Recently TCP is often used for video streaming applications. Since TCP congestion control is designed to be responsible for varying network conditions, its sending rate adaptation results in throughput fluctuations and leads to poor video quality. To address the problem, a FEC scheme is useful. Since lost packets can be recovered by redundant packets and are concealed from TCP, TCP can maintain higher throughput. To effectively utilize the FEC scheme, the redundancy level has to be appropriately determined so that redundant packets do not waste network bandwidth. Although many dynamic FEC mechanisms are proposed, these mechanisms are not appropriate for TCP video streaming because they do not try to satisfy the required rate. In this paper, we propose a new adaptive FEC scheme called TCP-AFEC that optimizes extra bandwidth usage for the redundancy level. Simulation evaluations show that the proposed mechanism performs better than previous FEC control approaches in various network conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid development of networking technologies in both access and core networks, as well as the huge increase in the Internet population, have given birth to various IPbased network services co-existing on the Internet. For example, multimedia applications like Video on Demand (VOD) services [1, 2] are being popular over the past few years and, recently, Web-based video streaming services like YouTube [3] , BIGLOBE Stream [4] , and GyaO [5] have been accepted. For such real-time communications, RTP/UDP is often considered as a standard transport protocol because of its adaptability to real-time transmission. In recent access environments, however, RDP/UDP sessions are sometimes blocked by middle-boxes, such as firewalls or NATs. To avoid this problem, TCP [6] is widely used by Web-based video streaming services because these boxes are usually configured to allow TCP, or HTTP/TCP, sessions.
However, video streaming using TCP sometimes leads to poor video quality. Under network congestion, TCP congestion control mechanism [7, 8] regulates transmission rate, which results in exhausting the receiver's playout buffer [9] [10] [11] [12] , and thus users may notice frequent pausing of video playout. This would be a natural consequence because the design goal of TCP congestion control mechanism is to provide fair transmission rate for a large number of co-existing sessions, rather than satisfying specific Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of each session. Recently, there are several studies to modify the TCP congestion control behavior to differentiate QoS of each session. For example, MulTCP [13] provides larger throughput for specific sessions than co-existing sessions, and TCP-LP [14] and ImTCP-bg [15] provide low-priority communications for background transfers. In addition, there are a couple of TCP variants modified for video streaming [16, 17] . When they adjust transmission rate (i.e., increase/decrease congestion window size), they take into account the required transmission rate, which may be given by video applications as an encoding rate of video contents, as well as network congestion. Basically, these protocols try to satisfy the required transmission rate but it would not be achieved when the network is severely congested. In such condition where there are significant amount of packet losses, congestion control mechanisms cannot solely guarantee the required rate. Therefore, a new TCP variant would be needed to provide stable video streaming against the broad range of network conditions. Another way to improve TCP throughput is to introduce a Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme [18] [19] [20] into TCP. As shown in Figure 1 , an FEC scheme is introdueced into the bottom of TCP layer. Since lost TCP segments are recovered by the FEC scheme and are concealed from TCP, packet losses in the network do not cause congestion window reduction, and thus TCP can maintain higher throughput. It should be noted that the FEC scheme requires both sender-side and receiver-side modifications, whereas the previous congestion control methods require only sender-side modification. However, the FEC scheme would be more effective in achieving required transmission rate than the previous methods especially when the network is heavily loaded. Since retransmission timeouts severely degrade TCP throughput, the FEC scheme would have much advantage because the loss concealment effectively avoids the risk of such retransmission timeouts, whereas previous mechanisms modifying solely congestion control algorithms cannot reduce, or rather increase retransmission timeouts.
Furthermore, another advantage exists in introducing the FEC scheme into TCP. In heavily congested networks, using FEC without any congestion control mechansim would cause congestion collapse in the network [21, 22] . FEC-extended TCP is expected to avoid the congestion collapse by using TCP's traditional congestion avoidance mechanism, while transimission delay may temporarily increase by retransmission. Such a temporal delay increase can be absorbed by jitter buffer at the receiver end-host in general VOD applications.
In this paper, we propose an FEC-extended TCP, which is referred to as TCP Adaptive FEC (TCP-AFEC). TCP-AFEC employs the FEC scheme and adaptively controls its FEC strength (i.e., redundancy level) to satisfy the required transmission rate of video applications. Namely, it increases the FEC strength to increase the throughput when the throughput is lower than the required rate, and vice versa. Although data transmission with FEC code has several advantages, too much redundancy level wastes network bandwidth. Many improvements about the adaptive FEC code control have been proposed in the areas of real-time transmissions using UDP or wireless networks [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, these mechanisms may fail to work when they are directly applied to TCP, since the automatic redundancy control is not optimal to control the throughput for video streaming applications. Therefore, we propose a new adaptive FEC code control mechanism suitable for TCP that requires only minimal excess bandwidth needed for achieving the required bandwidth. Using simulations, it was shown that the proposed mechanism, TCP-AFEC, always selects the appropriate redundancy level regardless of the network condition. Furthermore, we clarified the limitations of the guaranteed TCPs by modifying the congestion control mechanism and determined the advantage of the proposed mechanism compared to the standard TCP. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents related work on the adaptive FEC code control mechanism; Section III explains the algorithm for the proposed TCP-AFEC mechanism; Section IV gives the simulation results that show the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed approach, and clarify the limitations of the guaranteed TCP variants that modify the congestion control mechanism; and Section V presents the conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In several fields of research, such as real-time transmission using UDP or wireless networks, using FEC methods to decrease packet losses and to improve transmission rate has been a major topic of interest. In these fields, efficient bandwidth utilization is important. Therefore, a number of mechanisms have been proposed for adaptively determining the redundancy level based on the network conditions [23] [24] [25] [26] . For example, an adaptive FEC code control mechanism using packet loss probabilities, which is provided by RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) [27] , was proposed in [23, 24] . The statistical information contained in RTCP RR (Report Record) is sent back by the receiver end-host when transmitting data packets using RTP/UDP. The adaptive FEC code control mechanism compares the current packet loss probability with prespecified lower and upper bounds to adaptively determine the redundancy level based on the results. However, the mechanisms cannot immediately adapt to a change in network conditions, since the receiver only sends RTCP RR every 5 seconds [27] , which is also pointed out in [23] . Furthermore, although the adaptive FEC code control mechanisms require lower and upper bounds of packet loss probability, in some applications, packet loss probabilities do not have any meaning. For example, in video streaming, the average transmission rate is more important than the upper and lower packet loss probability bounds. Therefore, the mechanisms cannot improve the performance very well when used in video streaming.
On the other hand, the adaptive FEC code control mechanism proposed in [26] empirically changes the redundancy level based on two events: the packet loss event and the timeout event. The mechanism prepares an original timer for adaptively adjusting the redundancy level and decreases the redundancy level as the prepared timer expires. On the other hand, the mechanism increases the redundancy level when a packet loss is detected before the timer expires. An advantage of the mechanism is that it does not need the additional information, such as target loss probabilities, for adjusting the redundancy level. Therefore, the mechanism can solve the problem contained in [23, 24] . However, all FEC code control mechanisms may work insufficiently when applied directly to TCP, for instance, the redundancy level becomes too small and the rate required by the upper application cannot be satisfied, as the mechanism does not consider the congestion control characteristics of TCP. Therefore, a new adaptive FEC code control mechanism suitable for TCP that includes the congestion window-based mechanism in the existing mechanism [26] is proposed. Section III describes the problems associated with the current mechanism [26] and proposes a new adaptive FEC code control mechanism that can be used to solve the problem.
III. THE ALGORITHMS FOR THE PROPOSED

MECHANISM
In this section, the algorithms for the proposed mechanism, which is called TCP-AFEC, are explained. Instead of changing the congestion control mechanism of the standard TCP, TCP-AFEC tries to conceal packet loss events from the TCP layer and improves TCP throughput by recovering lost packets with redundant packets as described in Section I. TCP-AFEC inherits the existing adaptive FEC code control mechanism proposed in [26] and includes the congestion window-based mechanism.
In Subsection III-A, the existing mechanism will be examined. Problems associated with this mechanism will then be explained. Finally, in Subsection III-B, a new adaptive FEC code control mechanism is proposed to avoid these problems. The proposed mechanism, TCP-AFEC, can adaptively determine the redundancy based on the network conditions. Furthermore, TCP-AFEC can prevent an instant decrease in the transmission rate, which is caused by packet losses, by recovering the lost packets using the redundant packets. The stable transmission rate can increase both the network bandwidth utilization and the number of TCP connections for video streaming. Furthermore, TCP-AFEC has another advantage for video streaming. The video streaming application at the receiver endhost has playout buffers, which help to absorb time fluctuations. Thus, the applications are more interested in the buffer size required so that there is no pause in video playout rather than in the transmission rate. TCP-AFEC can decrease the required buffer size by stabilizing the transmission rate. As shown in Subsection IV-B, this advantage will be discussed through simulations.
A. Existing adaptive FEC code control
The existing adaptive FEC code control mechanism, which is referred to as AFECCC [26] , prepares the original timer, DT (Drop Timer), and adaptively determines the redundancy level using the Drop Timer. Figure 2 shows the state transition diagram for determining the redundancy level. AFECCC decreases the redundancy level when all packets are successfully transmitted and DT expires. On the other hand, AFECCC immediately increases the redundancy level when a packet loss is detected. AFECCC empirically determines the redundancy level by adjusting the DT timeout value. The redundancy level becomes large as the timeout value increases because packet losses tend to occur before DT expires. On the other hand, when the timeout value decreases, the DT timeout occurs frequently and the redundancy level becomes small. The DT timeout value strongly depends on two parameters, α and β, where α > 1 and 0 < β < 1. These parameters are used in updating the DT timeout value. When a state transition occurs by detecting a packet loss or causing the DT timeout, the mechanism increases the timeout value multiplicatively using α. If nothing happens, then the timeout value is decreased multiplicatively using β. Therefore, as these parameters become larger, the DT timeout value becomes larger. The detail algorithm for this mechanism can be found in [26] .
However, AFECCC cannot work sufficiently when directly applied to TCP due to the congestion control characteristics of TCP. TCP adjusts the data transmission speed by changing the congestion window size in response to network congestion. The TCP algorithm allows a TCP sender to continue to increase its congestion window size additively until packet losses occur. TCP then decreases the congestion window size multiplicatively as long as packet losses occur. Therefore, when the congestion window size is insufficiently large, the redundancy level should be higher than usual in order to recover a sufficient transmission rate quickly. In these mechanisms, however, the redundancy level is decreased regardless of the congestion window size, and thus TCP variants using these mechanisms may fail to satisfy the required transmission rate from the upper application. Furthermore, it is hard to find appropriate values for α and β. Since the redundancy level strongly dependeds upon these parameters, AFECCC cannot satisfy the required rate when the parameters are set to inappropriate values. In Subsection IV-A, using simulation results, it is shown that the parameter tuning is very difficult.
B. TCP-AFEC: TCP Adaptive FEC
TCP-AFEC solves the problems described in Subsection III-A by including a congestion window-based mechanism in the mechanism proposed in [26] . TCP-AFEC always determines the appropriate redundancy level according to the network environments by combining these two mechanisms. The congestion window-based algorithm is as follows. First, TCP-AFEC calculates the window size for satisfying the required transmission rate from the upper application. The window size, W app , is calculated using the following equation:
where R denotes the required transmission rate from upper application, and T srtt is the latest smoothed RTT value, which is calculated by the traditional TCP mechanism. We now consider the case when the congestion window size is decreased because a packet loss occurred or the retransmission timer expired, as given by the traditional TCP. When the decreased congestion window size, W (t), is less than W app , TCP-AFEC cannot satisfy the requirement from the upper application. Therefore, TCP-AFEC sets the larger redundancy level than usual in order to recover the congestion window size quickly. TCP-AFEC introduces a threshold for judging whether the redundancy level should be larger. This threshold is updated whenever a packet loss occurs or the retransmission timer expires. The threshold, Rth(t) is updated using the following equation:
where t is the time when the congestion window size is decreased. to fall below that which is required. In other case TCP-AFEC determines the redundancy level according to the existing algorithm described in Section III-A, that is, the redundancy descends to lower level at a DT timeout while immediately ascending to higher one at a packet loss. The change in the threshold, Rth(t), is shown in Figure 3 . The advantage of the proposed mechanism is that the parameter setting is automated. As we described in Subsection III-A, AFECCC has 2 parameters, α and β, that are hard to find the appropriate values. This results in where the mechanism cannot satisfy the requirement from the application. On the other hand, TCP-AFEC monitors the current window size and overrules decreasing the redundancy level when the congestion window size is insufficiently large, which decreases the sensitivity of the parameters. Thus, TCP-AFEC can determine the redundancy level appropriately even when the existing mechanism does not work well.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the TCP-AFEC described in Section III through simulations. The simulation experiments are performed using ns-2 [28] . Subsection IV-A shows that the TCP-AFEC always determines the appropriate redundancy level regardless of the network environment, which is in contradistinction to the static FEC code control or the existing adaptive FEC code control mechanism proposed in [26] . Furthermore, Subsection IV-B clarifies the advantages of the proposed mechanism to the guaranteed TCP by modifying the congestion control mechanism.
The network model used for the simulations is shown in Figure 4 . This model consists of sender/receiver endhosts, two routers, and links between the hosts and routers. The bandwidth of the bottleneck link is set to 100 Mbps, and the propagation delay is 10 msec. A DropTail discipline is deployed at the router buffer, and the buffer size is equal to the value of bandwidth-delay product. We assume persistent TCP traffic generated by data download using FTP as the cross traffic. The amount of cross traffic is adjusted by changing the number of FTP/TCP connections. In addition, one or more TCP connections are established for video streaming. The application for video streaming passes data to TCP at a constant bit rate at the sender's end-hosts. The control parameters for TCP-AFEC are configured according to [26] , that is, α = 2.0 and β = 0.8.
A. Fundamental characteristics
The performance of the proposed mechanism is first compared with both the static FEC code control and the existing adaptive FEC code control mechanism, AFECCC [26] .
1) Performance comparison with static FEC code control:
In this simulation experiment, random packet losses occur on the bottleneck link. Figure 5 shows the changes in the average redundancy level and the achievement ratio when a streaming TCP connection with TCP-AFEC or static FEC code control is established in the network environment. The achievement ratio expresses the ratio of the effective throughput to the required transmission rate from the upper application. No cross traffic was generated in this simulation experiment, and the application at the sender end-host passed the data to TCP in 5 Mbps. In Figure 5 (b), we can see that the static FEC code control, in which the redundancy level is set to 1.05 and 1.15, cannot satisfy the required transmission rate when the random packet loss probability becomes large. Furthermore, the static mechanism works well when the redundancy level is less than 1.25. However, Figure 5(a) shows that the redundancy level of the mechanism is too large and results in wasting network bandwidth when the random packet loss probability is small. Therefore, the static FEC code control can only adapt to specific network environment and cannot follow changes in network conditions. On the other hand, these figures show that TCP-AFEC always determines the appropriate redundancy level to consume only the minimum excess bandwidth needed for achieving the required bandwidth based on the network conditions. In order to compare the effectiveness with the static mechanism, an index, called Performance index, is defined as the ratio of the effective throughput to the product of the average redundancy level and the required transmission rate; that is, as the TCP connection can set the redundancy level to a small value while maintaining the required transmission rate, the score of the index becomes high. Figure 6 shows that the score of TCP-AFEC is highest for almost all conditions. Therefore, TCP-AFEC can always determine the appropriate redundancy level according to the network environment compared with the static FEC code control.
2) Performance comparison with AFECCC: Next, the performance of the TCP-AFEC was compared with the existing adaptive FEC code control, AFECCC [26] . In this simulation, the number of co-existing normal FTP/TCP connections for data download was fixed to 10. Figure 7 shows the changes in the average redundancy level and the achievement ratio when a streaming TCP connection with TCP-AFEC is established in the network condition. Furthermore, these figures also show the results of a TCP with AFECCC connection when β is set to several values, 0.9, 0.95, and 0.99. From these figures, it can be seen that AFECCC, especially when β is set to 0.9, cannot satisfy the required transmission rate from the upper application as the required rate becomes large. Furthermore, when required transmission rate is small, AFECCC with large β determines too large a redundancy level and wastes network bandwidth. Therefore, the performance in AFECCC strongly depends upon the parameter settings. On the other hand, TCP-AFEC can always determine the appropriate redundancy level to satisfy the requirement from the upper application by monitoring the current congestion window size. Figure 8 shows the changes of the Performance index introduced in Subsection IV-A.1. In this figure, we can see that TCP-AFEC always shows higher performance than AFECCC. 
B. Comparison of end-to-end bandwidth guarantee performance
We compared the performance of the proposed mechanism with that of TCP-AV proposed in [17] . It was shown that one of the advantages of the proposed TCP variant is that it can guarantee better than the TCP variants that modify the congestion control mechanism. The simplest congestion control mechanism for maintaining the required bandwidth modifies the congestion control algorithm so as not to decrease the congestion window size even when packet losses occur or the retransmission timer expires. However, the fixed congestion control approach causes congestion collapse when heavy congestion occurs in a network. Furthermore, the approach has another problem. The fixed approach sends a number of data packets even when the network congestion occurs, which results in causing the bursty packet losses and the retransmission timeout. Therefore, the fixed congestion window approach cannot maintain the required transmission rate [16] . Consequently, the fixed congestion control mechanism was not chosen as the performance comparison in this paper. Figure 9 shows the performance comparison of the achievement ratio of the required transmission rate. Figure   9 (a) shows the simulation results when the required rate is fixed to 5 Mbps and the number of co-existing normal FTP/TCP connections is varied. Figure 9(b) shows the results when the number of co-existing normal FTP/TCP connections is fixed to 10 and the required transmission rate from the upper application is varied. Furthermore, Figure 9 (c) shows the results when the required rate is fixed to 5 Mbps and no cross traffic is generated on the network. In addition, random packet losses occur on the bottleneck link in this simulation shown. From these figures, we can see that as the network environment becomes more severe, TCP-AV cannot satisfy the required transmission rate from the upper application because TCP-AV increases the congestion window size rapidly in severe environments, and this causes the transmission rate to fluctuate. On the other hand, TCP-AFEC can achieve any transmission rate even when the network environment becomes severe. Figure 10 shows the changes in the maximum number of streaming TCP connections that can achieve the required transmission rate as the number of co-existing normal FTP/TCP connections is varied. In this figure, we can see that TCP-AFEC can multiplex more connections on the shared network path than TCP-AV, especially when network congestion occurs. TCP-AV increases the congestion window size rapidly in severe environments, which eventually decreases the network bandwidth utilization. On the other hand, TCP-AFEC recovers the lost packets using redundant packets, which hides the packet losses and prevents an instant decrease in the transmission rate. Therefore, TCP-AFEC can stabilize the transmission rate and utilize the network bandwidth more efficiently.
We finally compared the proposed mechanism with TCP-AV in terms of the required buffer size of the upper application at the receiver end-host. The streaming application at the receiver has playout buffers, which help to absorb time fluctuations in the transmission rate. Thus, the application is more interested in the buffer size required to avoid a pause in the video playout than in the transmission rate as we described in Section III. Figure 11 shows the changes in the required buffer size as the number of co-existing normal FTP/TCP connections is varied. During the simulation experiments, the video streaming application at the sender end-host passed the data to TCP in 5 Mbps. In this figure, we plot the 95 th percentile of the required buffer size. This figure shows that TCP-AFEC also performs efficiently compared with TCP-AV in terms of the required buffer size. TCP-AV increases the congestion window size rapidly in the severe environments as described above. This causes fluctuation in the transmission rate as we described above. Through these simulation results, we clarified the advantage of the proposed mechanism to other TCP variants that modify the congestion control mechanism.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new adaptive FEC code control mechanism suitable for TCP, which is called TCP-AFEC, that requires only the minimal excessive bandwidth needed for achieving the required bandwidth. TCP-AFEC is based on the mechanism proposed in [26] and includes a congestion window-based mechanism. TCP-AFEC can appropriately determine the redundancy level based on the network conditions, even when the existing mechanism does not work well. Through simulations, we showed that TCP-AFEC always determines the appropriate redundancy level based on the network environments compared with the static FEC code control or the existing mechanism. Furthermore, we clarified the advantage of the proposed mechanism to the guaranteed TCP variants that modify the congestion control mechanism during severe conditions. In future work, we plan to theoretically analyze the performance of the proposed mechanism and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism in various conditions based on the analysis. Furthermore, we will implement the proposed mechanism in the generalpurpose computers and evaluate the performance on actual networks.
